Recognizing Outstanding Service Excellence

Frank Siemsen
Pharmacy
Majid Tanas from Pharmacy submitted the following nomination…
Frank is one of the employees that a department only gets once in a great while. The
impressiveness of the longevity of his employment here at OHSU for 34 years, is only
surpassed by his commitment, devotion, and passion to providing the best care for
the patient’s under his supervision. Frank is someone who is by law a Pharmacist-InCharge for the area he covers. Though a legal partition of duty, this title extends into
who Frank is in his entirety. Frank has helped to lead new employees and a
department that is growing by mentoring and guiding new practitioners. His
commitment has always been to train those around him by first elevating the
practice standards of those around him. Frank has worked to improve
communication with providers, nursing staff, and managers. He works tirelessly
without complaint and inspires those around him to do the same. Frank has done an
excellent job in managing the infusion pharmacy services for the Center for
Hematologic Malignancies, Doernbecher Infusion Clinic, and the Rheumatology clinic.
Frank never clocked in to do work; he arrives to work with an attitude of service to
the patients at OHSU. He always stays until the last patient is treated, never lets
anything slide past him, and excels in creating a mutual respect and understanding
amongst providers. Frank is also someone who excels in adhering to policy and looks
to provide the best and safest patient care experience. Frank has always done what
is done later by several individuals. He is always respectful and works tirelessly in his
position. Frank is a leader for the department and a rock for his colleagues. It is for
these reasons and more that I am nominating Frank for the prestigious Golden ROSE
Award.

